You deserve leaders who serve!

Hi! My name is Brooke Dietrich (she/her), and I'm running for re-election to UVM SGA.

**Time on Senate**
I'm currently a senator on the Committee of Student Action and Wellbeing. This year, I concentrated on promoting mental health initiatives and cultivating community.

**Mental Health is a Must.**
Mental health is just as important as physical health. Every student must have easy access to every available mental health service on campus. Throughout this year, I've dedicated my time to communicating resources and promoting authentic approaches to mental health in order to make discussions about mental health more accessible. Next year, I plan to develop more initiatives that focus on changing the systemic approaches to mental health.

**Projects!**
- Published a mental health resources pamphlet, located in the UVM Living Well office
- Created the UVM SGA Spotify profile to build community through music
- Currently collaborating with UVM Active Minds on Mental Health Social Media Takeovers for mid-April
- Hosting a Totes and Tabling event April 11-15th
- Working with fellow senators on creating safe spaces at the gyms on campus

**Student voices not only need to be heard; they need to be AMPLIFIED.**

**Building Community**
It is vital that students have access to safe spaces all across campus, for on and off campus students. Currently, I'm doing cross-committee work with fellow senators to create safe spaces for female and LGBTQ+ students at gyms on campus. In addition, I created an SGA Spotify profile in the hopes to create a sense of transparency between senators and students. There are playlists dedicated to our committees, students' favorite genres, and different aesthetics.

**Goals for Next Year:**
1. Continue the valuable work with promoting mental health advocacy.
2. Enhance and cultivate the campus community in unifying and sustainable ways.
3. Advocate for YOU! Your wellbeing is essential to your educational experience.

*Cultivate community. Lead with kindness.*

Questions? Email me!
brooke.dietrich@uvm.edu

VOTE on UVM Clubs on April 12th and 13th!